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Abstract: In this paper, different Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) strategies for operating with a
low-switching frequency, a topology that combines Conventional Matrix Converters (CMCs), and
Coupled Reactors (CRs) are presented and discussed. The principles of the proposed strategies are
first discussed by a conceptual analysis and later validated by simulation. The paper shows how
the combination of CMCs and CRs could be of special interest for sharing the current among these
converters’ modules, being possible to scale this solution to be a modular system. Therefore, the
use of coupled reactors allows one to implement phase shifters that give the solution the ability to
generate a stair-case load voltage with the desired power quality even the matrix converters are
operated with a low-switching frequency close to the grid frequency. The papers also address how
the volume and weight of the coupled reactors decrease with the growth of the fundamental output
frequency, making this solution especially appropriate for high power applications that are supplied
at high AC frequencies (for example, in airport terminals, where a supply of 400 Hz is required).

Keywords: matrix converter; pulse width modulation; multipulse voltage converter; nearest volt-
age modulation; pulse width regulation; low-switching modulation technique; multipulse matrix
converter with coupled reactors

1. Introduction

The energy conversion in the AC grid realized by power electronics devices always
needs efficiency, reliability, and compatibility [1]. The first element is significantly affected
by conduction and switching losses of the applied semiconductors. Reliability can lead
to the elimination of weak construction elements, which most often fail. Demands for
Electromagnetic Intereference (EMI) compatibility have also increased in recent years [2].
Moreover, the ecological aspect of the energy-saving cannot be omitted today [3,4]. The
paper proposes the Multipulse Matrix Converter with Coupled Reactors (MMCCR) [5–7]
as an alternative solution to the Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) based on the classic
AC–DC–AC topology. The use of PWM techniques with a high-switching frequency in
these applications can lead to significant dynamic losses but it is required to maintain the
good quality of the generated AC voltage.

Reduction of switching frequency of the power electronic devices without a significant
decreases of the output voltage quality can be achieved by using multilevel AC–DC–AC
topology [8]. This device converts an AC input voltage into the DC voltage and the voltage
smoothing bulk electrolytic capacitor in the DC-link circuit is required for this purpose.
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Capacitor bank stores the energy, which is converted back into AC voltage with the desired
frequency using the PWM inverter [9–12]. Another concept of the AC voltage quality
improvement uses magnetic elements and most often involves the use of multiphase
transformers with an appropriately designed winding configuration [13]. This solution is
characterized by low switching frequency but the main disadvantage of such approach
related to transformers is cost. Without a doubt, the overall cost is driven by the transformer
price, which can be reduced by applying instead the coupled reactors arrangement [14].
The main advantage of using coupled reactors is a significant size reduction, thus for the
same load power coupled reactors will be designed for power around five times lower
then transformer [15].

The Conventional Matrix Converter (CMC), in comparison with the classic AC–DC–
AC frequency converter, has certain individual features that determine the innovation of
such a solution [16–19]. This converter is fully bidirectional and operates without a large
capacitor, with different frequencies at inputs and outputs of the system. Moreover, a
matrix converter allows the power factor regulation [20]. The topology, which contains four
matrix converters with coupled reactors, has been already demonstrated in literature [21]
but without the inclusion of the amplitude voltage control. The proposed converters
arrangement can be used in a turbine generator system equipped with a high-speed
synchronous generator with permanent magnets. In such a system, the turbine transmits
torque to the shaft of the electric machine directly or through a mechanical transmission, as
illustrated in Figure 1.

M/G

input LPF

CMC

 3 x 3

output LPF

gear

PMSM

wind turbine

grid

(a)

CMC

 3 x 3

coupled reactors

CMC

 3 x 3

CMC

 3 x 3

CMC

 3 x 3

input LPF

gas turbine

clutch

PMSM

MMCCR

grid

M/G

(b)

Figure 1. Examples of simplified application diagrams of turbines: (a) a wind turbine with a gear,
(b) a gas turbine with a clutch. Conventional Matrix Converter (CMC) 3 × 3—conventional matrix
converter with 3 inputs and 3 outputs, M/G—motor/generator, LPF—low-pass filter.

The synchronous generator produces AC voltage with a frequency dependent on
the rotational speed of the turbine [22]. To transfer the obtained energy to the grid, the
generated voltage should be converted and synchronized with the three-phase source. This
task is performed with the use of power electronic converters, by the matrix converter in
particular. Both mechanical transmission using the gear and converter losses determine the
efficiency of the system. The smaller the difference between the input and output speed in
the mechanical transmission, the smaller the losses [23]. Therefore, a modulation method
which decreases the switching number in power converters with a small impact on the
quality of voltage and current waveforms are desired. High-speed electrical machines are
characterized by greater overall power than machines made for standard speeds, higher
frequency of voltage at the terminals, and higher current [24].

Another factor legitimizing the frequency increase is the possibility of eliminating
large electrolytic capacitors, which are the fastest deteriorating element in converters. This
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can be done by using a matrix converter that does not require such energy storage at all.
Unfortunately, the use of standard power electronic switches and classic matrix converter
topologies is limited by the upper allowable switching frequency. Therefore, the choice of
such a solution may be resulting in a significant increase in the complexity of passive filters
and a limit the converter dynamic, which is essential in small microgrids with distributed
generation elements.

The paper proposes to use four matrix converters operating in parallel due to the
modularity of such a solution and the increase in the range of operating currents. Due to
new conditions, such as higher voltage frequency, modular nature of the topology and no
requirement of galvanic isolation, the use of the coupled reactors circuits is an interesting
idea. In addition, the leakage inductance of such reactors can also be used in controlling
the power flow between the generator and the grid. The set and arrangement of the
base vectors in the alpha–beta plain allow for the implementation of modulation methods
with a lower switching frequency compared to Space-Vector Pulse Width Modulation
(SVPWM) but with relatively good waveform quality. The switching frequency is equal
to the generator frequency in particular. The purpose of conceptual research is shortly
presented in the next subsection.

A multiphase transformer for multipulse rectifiers and similar topologies with the
coupled reactors are known solutions. However, such an approach is mostly applied
to systems that operate with the grid frequency. Considering the price of copper, these
solutions are relatively expensive. The dimensions, as well as the price of these components,
decrease with increasing nominal frequency. Thus, high-speed electrical machines seem
to be the perspective area for the proposed converter topology. The SVPWM modulation
allows for linear adjustment of both frequency and amplitude. However, it requires power
electronic switches to operate at high frequency. The efficiency of that solution can be
improved using the hybrid strategy of modulation. Consider the simplified gas turbine
work profile shown in Figure 2.

ignition

speed-up 

region

GM

steady-state

before grid 

sync.

long time active 

generation 

control

G

SVPWM NVM or PWR

modulation change
speed

time

nominal speed

Figure 2. The simplified speed profile of the gas turbine: M—PMSM operates as a motor, G—PMSM
operates as a generator, SVPWM—high-frequency modulation method based on the space-vector
concept, Nearest Vector Modulation (NVM) and Pulse Width Modulation (PWR)—the low-switching
frequency type of PWM modulation.

In the speed-up region, the required energy is supplied from the utility grid through
the inverter converter controlled using the SVPWM algorithm. This modulation is used
until the synchronisation with the grid. When the speed is stable, the long time active
generation control begins, which can be performed using the proposed low-switching
modulation approach. The main goal of the authors of the publication was to develop such
modulation and preliminary simulation studies.
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1.1. The Discrete Projection of Voltage Vectors

The essence of the solution is to achieve a very low operating frequency of power
electronic switches. The forming of the output voltage in the proposed group of converters,
while maintaining the power switches in the lowest operating frequency, can be formally
presented as an effect of discrete projection of the reference vector, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The general discrete reference vector projection concept: Us—voltage amplitude, ωs and
ωm pulsations, p a number of discrete voltage vectors [7].

Applying the idea of the projection in solutions composed of conventional 3× 3 matrix
converters, a multipulse output voltage can be obtained. Figure 4 shows a conventional
matrix topology as the 3-pulse system, which does not contain any coupled reactors yet.
The need of using the coupled reactors appears in the 6-pulse system. Such a converter is
shown in Figure 5.

SA1 SA2 SA3

SB1 SB2 SB3

SC1 SC2 SC3
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iC

MC1

va vb vc

ia ib ic

(a)

3-pulse

(b)

Figure 4. Conventional matrix converter as a 3-pulse system: (a) schematic diagram, (b) the voltages
discrete projection.
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Figure 5. Two conventional matrix converters make the 6-pulse system: (a) schematic diagram,
(b) the voltages discrete projection.

1.2. Coupled Reactors

Both solutions, 6-pulse and 12-pulse, require an appropriately coupled reactors ar-
rangement [25]. The proposed topology, shown in Figure 6a, contains 36 bidirectional
switches SA1–SC12, which are elements of four 4 matrix converters CMC1–CMC4 and
3 Phase Shifters (PS) PS1, PS2 and PS3 respectively. The connection diagram of the simula-
tion model of a three-phase type coupled reactor is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Four conventional matrix converters make the 12-pulse system: (a) schematic diagram,
(b) the voltages discrete projection.
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Figure 7. Phase Shifter schematic.
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To obtain the desired phase shift angle λ the ratio of turns number NA to NB, should
meet the following condition

nAB =
NA

NB
=

sin
(

4π
pn
− λ

)
sin(λ)

(1)

where

pn is the number of pulses of a given system and in the discussed example takes 12,
λ is a desired phase shift angle,
NA and NB is the ratio of turns number.

An example turns number for two shift angles are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The
final number of windings depends on the adopted design parameters, in particular on
the power of the system and the reactors’ voltage spectrum. This aspect is not covered in
this article.

Table 1. Turns number for shift angle equal to 30◦ (conversion values).

NA + NB <100 <300 <1000

NA 15 56 209
NB 15 56 209

Table 2. Turns number for shift angle equal to 15◦ (conversion values).

NA + NB <100 <300 <1000

NA 41 153 571
NB 15 56 209

The values of the turns number determine not only the shift angle but also certain
properties of the presented topology, such as the amount of reactive power circulating
between the coupled three-phase reactors and also the value of the maximum amplitudes
of the output phase voltage. For simplicity of the rest text, let us assume that magnetic
elements in circuits shown in Figure 7 are linear and lossless, and bidirectional power
switches are ideal. The further part of the paper concerns the 12-pulse system only. The ar-
ticle is organised as follows. The space of the rotating vectors for 12-pulse MMCCR and the
load voltage synthesis basic are presented in Section 2. While the control of output voltage
amplitude using the low switching frequency modulation is proposed in the next section.
Simulation results are shown and discussed in Section 4.

2. The Space of the Rotating Vectors for 12-Pulse MMCCR

The switch state is 0, if it is switched off, and takes unity if it is switched on. The
states of all bidirectional switches can be defined by four switch state matrices SMC1–SMC4
expressed as follows

SMC1 =

 SA1 SB1 SC1
SA2 SB2 SC2
SA3 SB3 SC3

 (2)

SMC2 =

 SA4 SB4 SC4
SA5 SB5 SC5
SA6 SB6 SC6

 (3)

SMC3 =

 SA7 SB7 SC7
SA8 SB8 SC8
SA9 SB9 SC9

 (4)
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SMC4 =

 SA10 SB10 SC10
SA11 SB11 SC11
SA12 SB12 SC12

 (5)

The modulation techniques presented in this article were developed for a system
containing four conventional matrix converters. The proposed approach uses only six
switch states among the 27 available. These selected vectors belong to the group of the
rotating vectors [16]. Three of them rotate in a clockwise direction (Table 3), while the
remaining three are counterclockwise (Table 4). In general, two collections of switch
states can be proposed for the modulation. The first collection contains all combinations,
which utilise the counterclockwise rotating voltage vectors. These states are described in
Appendix A. The second collection, presented in Appendix A, comprises the clockwise
rotating vectors. In summary, the total number of switch state combinations for MMCCR is
equal to 34.

Table 3. Allowed SMCp switch states.

States SMCp

SIp SIIp SIIIp 0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

  0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1

  1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0


Table 4. Allowed SMCn switch states.

States SMCn

SIn SIIn SIIIn 0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

  0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0

  1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1


The output voltage values for each converter depicted in Figure 7 can be calculated as

follows [
v1 v2 v3

]T
= SMC1 ·

[
vA vB vC

]T (6)[
v4 v5 v6

]T
= SMC2 ·

[
vA vB vC

]T (7)[
v7 v8 v9

]T
= SMC3 ·

[
vA vB vC

]T (8)[
v10 v11 v12

]T
= SMC4 ·

[
vA vB vC

]T (9)

According to the shown topology scheme, the matrix converters’ output is connected
with the PS PS1 and PS2 respectively. A simple circuit analysis, shown in Figure 7, leads to
the following voltage synthesis matrices vI

vII
vIII

 =

 v2 v2 − v5 v1 − v4
v3 v3 − v6 v2 − v5
v1 v1 − v4 v3 − v6

 1
−k1
−k2

 (10)

 vIV
vV
vVI

 =

 v8 v8 − v11 v7 − v10
v9 v9 − v12 v8 − v11
v7 v7 − v10 v9 − v12

 1
−k1
−k2

 (11)

where the values of coefficients k1 and k2 can be calculated using the number of turns listed
in Table 1

k1 =
NA(30◦)+NB(30◦)

2NA(30◦)+NB(30◦)
k2 =

NB(30◦)
2NA(30◦)+NB(30◦)

(12)
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The final output voltage synthesis is realised by the third PS PS3, according to the
equation  va

vb
vc

 =

 vII vII − vV vI − vIV
vIII vIII − vVI vII − vV
vI vI − vIV vIII − vVI

 1
−k3
−k4

 (13)

where, as before, the coefficients k3 and k4 values can be calculated using the number of
turns listed in Table 2 resulting in the following formula

k3 =
NA(15◦)+NB(15◦)

2NA(15◦)+NB(15◦)
k4 =

NB(15◦)
2NA(15◦)+NB(15◦)

(14)

Assuming that the MMCCR is supplied by a three-phase balanced AC voltage source
and the load is symmetrical, the space vector α–β coordinates can be obtained using the
simplified amplitude invariant Clarke transform

vα = va

vβ = vb−vc√
3

(15)

The space-vector diagram for SMCp switch state types, and nAB1 = nAB2 = 209/209,
nAB3 = 571/209, is shown in Figure 8. While the space-vector diagram for SMCn switch
state types is illustrated in Figure 9. The obtained space-vector diagrams are not stationary
and rotate with the frequency of the grid voltage.
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Figure 8. The space-vector diagram for SMCp switch states.
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Figure 9. The space-vector diagram for SMCn switch states.

3. The Control of Output Voltage Amplitude Using the Low Switching
Frequency Modulation

This section proposes two low switching frequency modulation methods—the Pulse
Width Regulation PWR and Nearest Vector Modulation NVM. Both methods are success-
fully verified using PSIM simulation software. The load voltage is represented by one
vector, which is rotating on the stationary, orthogonal α–β reference frame. This frame is
built from the basic voltage vectors correspond to the switches states. The total number
of switch state is equal to the MN , where M is a number of allowed state combination
across the one commutation cell, while N is a number of cells. Thus theoretically the total
number of switch states is 312 for the proposed converter topology. Due to the concept
of magnetically coupled using the coupled reactors presented in [25] only the rotating
vectors are allowed. The stationary and the zero vectors from the conventional matrix
converter space-vector frame are not suitable for that kind of the reactors’ circuit. There are
six rotating vectors allowed for each of the conventional matrix converters. Two collections
can be distinguished—the first covers vectors, that rotate clockwise—while the second
set represents vectors rotate counterclockwise. Thus, if the number of the conventional
matrix converter is equal to 4, as shown in Figure 6 the total number of selected vectors is
reduced to 34. The load voltage can be synthesised using a variety of switch states sequence.
However, due to the requirement to minimise losses during modulation, only the nearest
vectors are applied within the modulation period.

3.1. Pulse Width Regulation

The synthesis of voltages in the MMCCR with modular structure can be directed to
the high efficiency of the power conversion system also oriented to decreasing the number
of switching. However, the operating frequency should be chosen so as to preserve the
multipulse nature of the generated phase voltages with the assumption of the amplitude
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output voltage regulation. Considering the vectors arrangement shown in Figure 10, the
vectors V0–V54 belong to the outer circle with radius is equal to 1.0 p.u., while the vectors
V55–V6 are located on an inner circle with radius of 0.732 p.u.. The shown reference voltage
vector VREF lies exactly between vectors V9 and V1 area, which refers to a sector 2 in
propose modulation scheme. To obtain the symmetry effect of the states sequence in the
time window corresponding to the modulation period TPWR, the three–step switch states
sequence has been proposed. The first three sequences are shown in Table 5. The PWR
duty cycles, for each sector, can be calculated as follows

dH = VREF−VL
VH−VL

dL = 1− dH
(16)

where VH = 1.0, VL = 0.732, and dH corresponds to the longer vector. An example
waveform of the output voltage is shown in Figure 11.
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V1

V6

V4
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V14

V13

V54

V55

V60

V62

V72

V78
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V77
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V53

V50

V49

V37

V44

V41

V40

sector 5 sector 3

sector 9 sector 11

sector 12sector 8
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sector 1sector 7

sector 6

VREF

sector 2radius 0.732 p.u.

radius 1 p.u.

Figure 10. The PWR modulation workspace for SMCp switch states.

sector 10

TPWR

dH

 t

va(t)

sector 11 sector 12 sector 1 sector 2 sector 3 sector 4

Figure 11. Fragment of phase voltage waveform for the PWR modulation using the SMCn states.

The coordinates of the reference output voltage VREF can be defined according to the
selected type of switch state matrices. For selected SMCn the αβ coordinates of the VREF,
can be calculated

v∗α = q · cos(ωi · (kf + 2) · t)
v∗β = q · sin(ωi · (kf + 2) · t) (17)
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while for SMCp we obtain

v∗α = q · cos
(
ωi · (kf − 2) · t + 2π

3
)

v∗β = q · sin
(
ωi · (kf − 2) · t + 2π

3
) (18)

where

v∗α—reference α coordinate,
v∗β—reference β coordinate,
ωi—input voltage pulsation,
kf = ωo/ωi—pulsation ratio, and
q = VREF/Vi is the voltage transfer ratio.

Table 5. Example the switch states sequences in the first 3 sectors.

Type nAB3 Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3

SMCp 571/209 V55–V0–V55 V9–V1–V9 V4–V10–V4
SMCn 571/209 V29–V0–V29 V18–V2–V18 V8–V20–V8

3.2. The Nearest Vector Modulation

The second approach is based on the minimum distance selection criterion, in which
a distance is measured between the reference vector and basic vectors belonging to the
collection of rotating voltage vectors. Another control concept, also leading to the minimi-
sation of the number of switching, depends on choosing the one space-vector within the
modulation period, which is geometrically closest to the reference vector with coordinates
v∗α and v∗β. Theoretically, the number of required distances depends on the regulation range
of the output phase voltage and takes the maximum value equal to 49 (48 active vectors
and one zero vector). Since the following minimum value is needed

rk =

√
(v∗α − vαk)

2 +
(

v∗β − vβk

)2
(19)

in the decision process, finally another expression can be chosen

gk = (v∗α − vαk) · (v∗α − vαk) +
(

v∗β − vβk

)
·
(

v∗β − vβk

)
(20)

where

k—the switch state index, form 1 to 49,
gk—the proposed distance function,
vαk—vector α coordinate for k switch state,
vβk—vector β coordinate for k switch state.

The new proposed expression contains no square root operation. Further optimisation
of the algorithm may consist of taking into account the redundancy of certain switch states.
The redundancy, in this case, means that the same voltage vector can be assigned to at least
two switch states. In this paper, this aspect is omitted in further discussion. The algorithm
calculations should be performed quite frequently to maintain best output voltage quality
as possible. In order to counteract the appearance of undesirable effects associated with the
so-called a short impulse, attention should be paid to the commutation capabilities of the
used bi-directional switch. The commutation process should be appropriately performed
according to the dynamic properties of the switch included in the datasheet. This issue is
more important in medium and high power application characterised by the large currents
values. Overvoltage across the switch can damage it. The proposed solution is able to
be discussed for the nominal frequencies (50 Hz or 60 Hz) but is promising for higher
frequencies used in gas turbines, ultrasounds, and high-speed drives. Such applications
require modern transistors based on GaN or SiC technology. The time of the commutation
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process is much less compared to the IGBT switch counterparts. That feature has critical im-
portance for NVM modulation, wherein the short impulse problem can appear. This aspect
in the algorithm can be limited to the adoption of a specific frequency of the algorithm’s
call or using the hysteresis mechanisms in the sequence selection process. The quality of
the proposed modulation method can be assessed using the error rate defined as follows

εRMS =

√√√√√ 1
T50Hz

·
T50Hz∫
0

(
v∗a − va

v∗a

)2
dt (21)

The results are presented in Figure 12. The shown waveform contains four local
optimum q values, which correspond to the optimal multipulse operation.
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Figure 12. An error rate, defined by (21), for proposed NVM method: nAB1 = nAB2 = 209/209,
nAB3 = 571/209, k f = 1/12.

4. Research

Initial simulation studies focused on selected modulation techniques. The converter
MMCCR topology is new; therefore, it was necessary to develop modulation algorithms
from scratch. Three types of modulation have been developed:

• SVPWM—this type of modulation belongs to the high-frequency switching technique,
is characterised by good accuracy. The nearest three vector modulation has been
adopted and developed for a new space-vector diagram presented in the previous
section. The formulas of the PWM duty cycles can be found in the paper [26].

• PWR—this type of modulation allows for an amplitude control only in the limited
range of modulation index with the number of switching is less than in the SVPWM.
However, the precise amplitude control is worst in comparing with the SVPWM.

• NVM—modulation with the minimum number of switching operations, dedicated to
working in a steady state. The field of application may be inverters operating with a
constant output frequency.

The results are presented in two subsections. Voltage and current waveforms for
inverter operation with RL load are presented first. The next subsection is dedicated to a
potential application in a system with a high-speed PMSM generator, as mentioned in the
introduction.

4.1. PWR and NVM Modulations in the MMCCR Inverter Mode of Operation

Simulation has been performed using DLL block as a DSP platform emulator works
with 50 µs step. The markings used in demonstrated figures are: va—load phase voltage,
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vA—grid phase voltage, ia,b,c—load currents, and iA,B,C—input currents. Two load models
parameters sets are applied, which are listed in Table 6. All waveforms are presented in
p.u. unit.

Table 6. 20 kVA/400 V load models simulation parameters.

R [Ω] L [H] Z [Ω] PF

model-1 7.75 0.0008 8.0 0.97
model-2 4 0.0028 8.0 0.5

Simulation tests for PWR modulation were carried for the model-1, which was charac-
terised by a power factor of 0.97. The proposed PWR modulation has been verified for both
types of switches state sequence. Results for SMCn switches state sequence are shown in
Figures 13 and 14, while the waveforms obtained for opposite rotation, SMCp switch state
sequences, are illustrated in Figures 15 and 16.
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Figure 13. The waveforms of the phase voltages and currents at the output and input of the PWR
controlled MMCCR for the SMCn switch state sequences: load model-1, nAB1 = nAB2 = 209/209,
nAB3 = 571/209, q = 0.866, k f = 8.
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Figure 14. The waveforms of the phase voltages and currents at the output and input of the PWR
controlled MMCCR for the SMCn switch state sequences: load model-1, q = 1.0, k f = 8.
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Figure 15. The waveforms of the phase voltages and currents at the output and input of the PWR
controlled MMCCR for the SMCp switch state sequences: load model-1, q = 0.866, k f = 8.
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Figure 16. The waveforms of the phase voltages and currents at the output and input of the PWR
controlled MMCCR for the SMCp switch state sequences: load model-1, q = 1.0, k f = 8.

According to the proposed concept, for q equal to unity, the output voltage is formed
based only on the vectors located on the outer circle. In this case, the system works in 12-
pulse mode with the optimal number of switching. Note that in all simulations, a standard
input low pass filter has not been used, to demonstrate the unfiltered input current shape.

Comparison of load current Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) and average switching
frequency for PWR modulation using the SMCn and SMCp switch state sequences for kf = 8
is characterised in Table 7.

Table 7. Comparison of load current THD and average switching frequency for PWR modulation
using the SMCn switch state sequences and kf = 8.

SMCn Switch State Type

q 0.732 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1

THD ia [%] 3.15 3.35 4.8 5.4 5.2 4.3 3.1
fswitch [Hz] 1350 3125 3125 3125 3125 3125 450

SMCp Switch State Type

q 0.732 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1

THD ia [%] 4.15 4.6 6.2 7.0 6.5 5.5 4.1
fswitch [Hz] 1050 2450 2450 2450 2450 2450 350

As can be deduced low switching frequency MMCCR operation is achieved for voltage
q equal to the radius shown in Figure 10. An important feature of the matrix topology
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is the ability to the regulation of input angle, defined as displacement between the input
current and grid voltage. The range of an angle regulation relies on the load parameters.
In a simple way, the desired input angle can be selected using the SMCn or SMCp switch
state sequences. The result of the rapid change of the switch state sequence for model-2
parameters is shown in Figure 17, in which an input angle φ is approximately equal to π/3.
Note that the proposed PWR method is elaborated only for a limited range.
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Figure 17. The zoom of the rapid change of switch sequence type for PWR modulation and load
model-2, q = 0.866, and k f = 8.

The proposed PWR modulation is not an accurate voltage synthesis method.
Formula (16) calculates the proportion only in an estimated way, assuming that the
voltages are constant in the modulation period.

A simulation has been performed in which the Root Mean Square (RMS) value and
THD of the load current have been calculated. Figure 18 shows maximal magnetic flux
values referred to the case of the 50 Hz output waveform generation in function of voltage
transfer ratio q and output frequency ratio k f . On the basis of the collected data, it was
confirmed that the magnetic flux value is linearly dependent on the output frequency.
On the other hand, a smaller flux allows for a smaller design of the coupled reactor
circuit. Therefore, the proposed solution will work better in applications with a higher
fundamental frequency.
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Figure 18. The maximal relative magnetic flux F in PS3 coupled reactor in function of voltage transfer
ratio q and output frequency ratio k f .

Figure 19 presents an example of current and voltage waveforms in the case of 400 Hz
voltage generation using the NVM method. The presented fragment of the waveforms
refers to the case when the output voltage amplitude is gradually increased. The results
were obtained for the load model-1.
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Figure 19. Example output voltage waveforms, for NVM modulation, during gradually increasing
the voltage gain q from 0.27 to 0.43 for k f = 8.

Figure 20a shows a comparison of THD modulation methods described in the article.
Obviously, curves in the figure are not similar because they represent different approaches
to low-frequency modulation. To formulate conclusions one should also consider the
results presented in Figure 20b, in which the RMS load currents have been compared to the
reference current.
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Figure 20. The comparison of the PWR and NVM modulation methods during the inverter operation:
(a) the load current total harmonic distortion in the applicable range of modulation index, (b) the
load current RMS value comparison of reference and proposed modulation.

4.2. A Potential Application in a System with a High-Speed PMSM Generator

The proposed MMCCR converter can be applied in a system with a high-speed
PMSM generator. Figure 21 shows a simplified circuit for simulation tests, while the
proposed control diagram is presented in Figure 22. The purpose of the simulation tests
was as follows:

• comparing the converters CMC and MMCCR controlled by SVPWM modulation,
• investigating the possibility of the system control for active NVM modulation with

the low-frequency switching within a steady-state operation (shown in Figure 2).

Precise amplitude control is required during generator start-up and synchronisation
with the grid. The SVPWM method based on the three nearest vectors selection has been
used. At this stage, simulation studies focused on the verification of the possibility of
controlling the active component of the generator current, estimating the THD for selected
waveforms, and determining the number of switching of power electronic switches.
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Figure 21. A potential application scheme with a high-speed PMSM generator: CMC—conventional
matrix converter, MMCCR—the proposed converter, THD—calculation of the total harmonic distor-
tion block, LPF—the low–pass filter, and “n”—the star point for the phase voltage measurement.
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Figure 22. The proposed control scheme: PLL—phase-locked loop, MMCCR—the proposed con-
verter, PI—standard proportional integral controller, ϕi—grid’s voltage angle, ϕ—the synchroni-
sations angle, ϕg—generator’s voltage angle, i∗d—an active reference current for generator, iq—a
reactive reference current for generator, ωg = ωm—for simplicity, mechanical pulsation is equal to
electrical pulsation.

Selected results of the comparison CMC and MMCCR converters during SVPWM
modulation are shown in Table 8. All presented measurements were carried out for the
modulation period equal to 10 µs and the set active current of the generator 200 A. For the
MMCCR converter, compared to the CMC topology, the THD factor of the input current
and the output voltage is over 2.5 times lower, while maintaining a constant value of the
modulation period. In addition, the quality of the generator current is better.

Table 8. Selected results of the comparison CMC and MMCCR converters during SVPWMmodulation.

Converter Type THD(ii1) THD(vo1) THD(ig1) The Relative Number of Switching Operations

CMC 74% 73% 1.6% 100%
MMCCR 28% 26% 0.85% '50%

Example waveforms of currents and voltages are shown in Figure 23. The simulation
performed for the step change of the reference active generator current, from 0 to 200
A (approximately 75 kW power) in t = 0.07 s. As can be seen, the shape of the input
current and the voltage generated by the converters have differed. The MMCCR generates
a quasi multilevel voltage and the input current shape is near to the sinusoidal waveform.
The input current spectrums for both converters are presented in Figure 24.
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Figure 23. The step change 0–200 A of the reference active generator current in t = 0.07 s: (a) for
CMC converter, (b) for MMCCR converter.
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Figure 24. The input current spectrums for both converters.

The proposed MMCCR topology contains four matrix converters and three-phase
shifter circuits. As mentioned in an introduction section, the power is equally divided
with among these matrix converters. Example PS currents iPS1, iPS2, and iPS3 are shown in
Figure 25.

In steady-state it is possible to change the control strategy. The SVPWM method
can be replaced by NVM modulation, which is characterised by a much lower operating
frequency of power electronic switches. However, new PI controllers settings should be
selected in this case to keep the staircase character of the generated voltage. An obtained
example of converter’s voltage and other waveforms, during an active NVM modulation,
is shown in Figures 26 and 27.
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Figure 25. Converter’s line–to–line output (correspond to Figure 21) voltage and the current sharing
among the PS shown in Figure 6—SVPWM modulation.
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Figure 26. MMCCR converter’ output voltage vo1 and the generator current ig1 for NVM modulation:
THD(ig1) = 3.5% and THD(vo1) = 16%.
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Figure 27. An input current ii1 and its filtered waveform ii1LPF for NVM modulation: THD(ii1) = 26%.

5. Conclusions

This article studies nature and presents conceptual research and discusses the different
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) strategies for operating, with a low-switching frequency
for the proposed topology. It shows how the unconventional combination of CMC modules
and CR could improve the quality of energy conversion. The paper also presents how this
solution may be specifically appropriate for the high power systems, that are supplied by
the high AC frequency sources, such as the high-speed generators or airport terminals’
supply of 400 Hz.

The main features of the proposed approach are as follows:

• The use of coupled reactors allows the generation of voltages with staircase character
(see Figure 26) with relatively low switching frequency operation, which depends
on the value of the reference voltage. However, the staircase-type waveforms of
the load voltages are obtained only for maximum voltage gain (for both NVM and
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PWR modulations) or for the certain values of the NVM modulation index, as shown
in Figure 12.

• Increasing the number of CMC devices allows for the achievement of the voltage
gain close to unity. For CMC, the voltage gain is no greater than 0.866, while for
the proposed topology, the generated maximum amplitude is 11% greater. However,
four PS circuits are required. Therefore, and also due to the volumes of coupled
reactors, the application of the discussed system is the most rational in the case of
high frequencies at the output and/or output of the CMC, e.g., in gas turbines.

• The content of higher harmonics in the voltage, generated using PWR and NVM
algorithms, is not linearly dependent on the reference load voltage value, this can
make application of the proposed solution problematic in a full range of load voltage
amplitude changes. Therefore, the proposed type of amplitude control should be
used and optimised preferably in systems with a fixed output frequency. Only the
SVPWM method, based on the rotating vectors, can be utilised in a full range of the
modulation index.

• In comparison with high-frequency methods such as PWM, both PWR regulation and
NVM modulation are not precise methods generating output voltages. Therefore, the
proposed solution will not find application even in electric drive with high require-
ments for dynamics. However, it can be assumed that apart from reducing switching
losses, the EMI level will also decrease. Due to these properties, the presented modu-
lation methods can be applied in converters for high-speed generators/motors and
also the onboard power supply.

In the case of MMCCR control with NVM modulation, it is possible to achieve a
reasonable compromise between low THD value and relatively low frequency of power
switches. However, as shown in Figure 20, in case of NVM modulation, it is difficult to
control the output current/voltage with reference amplitude changes. Special switchable
algorithms are required. Much better control possibilities, albeit at the cost of increasing
THD and about 2 times the switching frequency, can be achieved when implementing the
PWR algorithm. A further increase in the precision of the generation and control range of
the output current/voltage is possible by means of SVPWM modulation for two rotating
spatial vectors. This results in higher switching frequency and control calculation problems
for CMC systems, in particular for this 12-pulse MMCCR. In order to reduce the importance
of these problems and the related requirements on the capabilities of processor controllers,
the authors initially propose to use the barycentric coordinate method [19], which unifies
and simplifies calculations.

The research of this method in relation to the MMCCR system, including the hybrid
method [25], allowing to minimize the frequency of connections in the converter at fixed
points will be presented in the next paper. This study article does not in any way pretend
to present the full spectrum of problems associated with MMCCR systems. Its main
objective was only to present the possibilities and basic properties of equalising typical
CMC modules with chokes coupled with overall power of no more than about 30% of the
rated power of the whole system. The above objective also includes a general discussion
of dedicated control algorithms. Considering the generality and the material’s size, only
the most important theoretical issues verified by simulation are presented. Experimental
research on specific cases will be the subject of further publications in the near future.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CMC Conventional Matrix Converter
CMCs Conventional Matrix Converters
CRs Coupled Reactors
EMI Electromagnetic Intereference
MMCCR Multipulse Matrix Converter with Coupled Reactors
NVM Nearest Vector Modulation
PS Phase Shifters
PWM Pulse Width Modulation
PWR Pulse Width Modulation
RMS Root Mean Square
SVPWM Space-Vector Pulse Width Modulation
THD Total Harmonic Distortion
VFD Variable Frequency Drive

Appendix A

Table A1. The SMCn Switch States.

SA1. . .SC3 SA4. . .SC6 SA7. . .SC9 SA10. . .SC12

V0 001-100-010 001-100-010 001-100-010 001-100-010
V1 001-100-010 001-100-010 001-100-010 010-001-100
V2 001-100-010 001-100-010 001-100-010 100-010-001
V3 001-100-010 001-100-010 010-001-100 001-100-010
V4 001-100-010 001-100-010 010-001-100 010-001-100
V5 001-100-010 001-100-010 010-001-100 100-010-001
V6 001-100-010 001-100-010 100-010-001 001-100-010
V7 001-100-010 001-100-010 100-010-001 010-001-100
V8 001-100-010 001-100-010 100-010-001 100-010-001
V9 001-100-010 010-001-100 001-100-010 001-100-010
V10 001-100-010 010-001-100 001-100-010 010-001-100
V11 001-100-010 010-001-100 001-100-010 100-010-001
V12 001-100-010 010-001-100 010-001-100 001-100-010
V13 001-100-010 010-001-100 010-001-100 010-001-100
V14 001-100-010 010-001-100 010-001-100 100-010-001
V15 001-100-010 010-001-100 100-010-001 001-100-010
V16 001-100-010 010-001-100 100-010-001 010-001-100
V17 001-100-010 010-001-100 100-010-001 100-010-001
V18 001-100-010 100-010-001 001-100-010 001-100-010
V19 001-100-010 100-010-001 001-100-010 010-001-100
V20 001-100-010 100-010-001 001-100-010 100-010-001
V21 001-100-010 100-010-001 010-001-100 001-100-010
V22 001-100-010 100-010-001 010-001-100 010-001-100
V23 001-100-010 100-010-001 010-001-100 100-010-001
V24 001-100-010 100-010-001 100-010-001 001-100-010
V25 001-100-010 100-010-001 100-010-001 010-001-100
V26 001-100-010 100-010-001 100-010-001 100-010-001
V27 010-001-100 001-100-010 001-100-010 001-100-010
V28 010-001-100 001-100-010 001-100-010 010-001-100
V29 010-001-100 001-100-010 001-100-010 100-010-001
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Table A1. Cont.

SA1. . .SC3 SA4. . .SC6 SA7. . .SC9 SA10. . .SC12

V30 010-001-100 001-100-010 010-001-100 001-100-010
V31 010-001-100 001-100-010 010-001-100 010-001-100
V32 010-001-100 001-100-010 010-001-100 100-010-001
V33 010-001-100 001-100-010 100-010-001 001-100-010
V34 010-001-100 001-100-010 100-010-001 010-001-100
V35 010-001-100 001-100-010 100-010-001 100-010-001
V36 010-001-100 010-001-100 001-100-010 001-100-010
V37 010-001-100 010-001-100 001-100-010 010-001-100
V38 010-001-100 010-001-100 001-100-010 100-010-001
V39 010-001-100 010-001-100 010-001-100 001-100-010
V40 010-001-100 010-001-100 010-001-100 010-001-100
V41 010-001-100 010-001-100 010-001-100 100-010-001
V42 010-001-100 010-001-100 100-010-001 001-100-010
V43 010-001-100 010-001-100 100-010-001 010-001-100
V44 010-001-100 010-001-100 100-010-001 100-010-001
V45 010-001-100 100-010-001 001-100-010 001-100-010
V46 010-001-100 100-010-001 001-100-010 010-001-100
V47 010-001-100 100-010-001 001-100-010 100-010-001
V48 010-001-100 100-010-001 010-001-100 001-100-010
V49 010-001-100 100-010-001 010-001-100 010-001-100
V50 010-001-100 100-010-001 010-001-100 100-010-001
V51 010-001-100 100-010-001 100-010-001 001-100-010
V52 010-001-100 100-010-001 100-010-001 010-001-100
V53 010-001-100 100-010-001 100-010-001 100-010-001
V54 100-010-001 001-100-010 001-100-010 001-100-010
V55 100-010-001 001-100-010 001-100-010 010-001-100
V56 100-010-001 001-100-010 001-100-010 100-010-001
V57 100-010-001 001-100-010 010-001-100 001-100-010
V58 100-010-001 001-100-010 010-001-100 010-001-100
V59 100-010-001 001-100-010 010-001-100 100-010-001
V60 100-010-001 001-100-010 100-010-001 001-100-010
V61 100-010-001 001-100-010 100-010-001 010-001-100
V62 100-010-001 001-100-010 100-010-001 100-010-001
V63 100-010-001 010-001-100 001-100-010 001-100-010
V64 100-010-001 010-001-100 001-100-010 010-001-100
V65 100-010-001 010-001-100 001-100-010 100-010-001
V66 100-010-001 010-001-100 010-001-100 001-100-010
V67 100-010-001 010-001-100 010-001-100 010-001-100
V68 100-010-001 010-001-100 010-001-100 100-010-001
V69 100-010-001 010-001-100 100-010-001 001-100-010
V70 100-010-001 010-001-100 100-010-001 010-001-100
V71 100-010-001 010-001-100 100-010-001 100-010-001
V72 100-010-001 100-010-001 001-100-010 001-100-010
V73 100-010-001 100-010-001 001-100-010 010-001-100
V74 100-010-001 100-010-001 001-100-010 100-010-001
V75 100-010-001 100-010-001 010-001-100 001-100-010
V76 100-010-001 100-010-001 010-001-100 010-001-100
V77 100-010-001 100-010-001 010-001-100 100-010-001
V78 100-010-001 100-010-001 100-010-001 001-100-010
V79 100-010-001 100-010-001 100-010-001 010-001-100
V80 100-010-001 100-010-001 100-010-001 100-010-001
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Table A2. The SMCp Switch States.

SA1. . .SC3 SA4. . .SC6 SA7. . .SC9 SA10. . .SC12

V0 001-010-100 001-010-100 001-010-100 001-010-100
V1 001-010-100 001-010-100 001-010-100 010-100-001
V2 001-010-100 001-010-100 001-010-100 100-001-010
V3 001-010-100 001-010-100 010-100-001 001-010-100
V4 001-010-100 001-010-100 010-100-001 010-100-001
V5 001-010-100 001-010-100 010-100-001 100-001-010
V6 001-010-100 001-010-100 100-001-010 001-010-100
V7 001-010-100 001-010-100 100-001-010 010-100-001
V8 001-010-100 001-010-100 100-001-010 100-001-010
V9 001-010-100 010-100-001 001-010-100 001-010-100
V10 001-010-100 010-100-001 001-010-100 010-100-001
V11 001-010-100 010-100-001 001-010-100 100-001-010
V12 001-010-100 010-100-001 010-100-001 001-010-100
V13 001-010-100 010-100-001 010-100-001 010-100-001
V14 001-010-100 010-100-001 010-100-001 100-001-010
V15 001-010-100 010-100-001 100-001-010 001-010-100
V16 001-010-100 010-100-001 100-001-010 010-100-001
V17 001-010-100 010-100-001 100-001-010 100-001-010
V18 001-010-100 100-001-010 001-010-100 001-010-100
V19 001-010-100 100-001-010 001-010-100 010-100-001
V20 001-010-100 100-001-010 001-010-100 100-001-010
V21 001-010-100 100-001-010 010-100-001 001-010-100
V22 001-010-100 100-001-010 010-100-001 010-100-001
V23 001-010-100 100-001-010 010-100-001 100-001-010
V24 001-010-100 100-001-010 100-001-010 001-010-100
V25 001-010-100 100-001-010 100-001-010 010-100-001
V26 001-010-100 100-001-010 100-001-010 100-001-010
V27 010-100-001 001-010-100 001-010-100 001-010-100
V28 010-100-001 001-010-100 001-010-100 010-100-001
V29 010-100-001 001-010-100 001-010-100 100-001-010
V30 010-100-001 001-010-100 010-100-001 001-010-100
V31 010-100-001 001-010-100 010-100-001 010-100-001
V32 010-100-001 001-010-100 010-100-001 100-001-010
V33 010-100-001 001-010-100 100-001-010 001-010-100
V34 010-100-001 001-010-100 100-001-010 010-100-001
V35 010-100-001 001-010-100 100-001-010 100-001-010
V36 010-100-001 010-100-001 001-010-100 001-010-100
V37 010-100-001 010-100-001 001-010-100 010-100-001
V38 010-100-001 010-100-001 001-010-100 100-001-010
V39 010-100-001 010-100-001 010-100-001 001-010-100
V40 010-100-001 010-100-001 010-100-001 010-100-001
V41 010-100-001 010-100-001 010-100-001 100-001-010
V42 010-100-001 010-100-001 100-001-010 001-010-100
V43 010-100-001 010-100-001 100-001-010 010-100-001
V44 010-100-001 010-100-001 100-001-010 100-001-010
V45 010-100-001 100-001-010 001-010-100 001-010-100
V46 010-100-001 100-001-010 001-010-100 010-100-001
V47 010-100-001 100-001-010 001-010-100 100-001-010
V48 010-100-001 100-001-010 010-100-001 001-010-100
V49 010-100-001 100-001-010 010-100-001 010-100-001
V50 010-100-001 100-001-010 010-100-001 100-001-010
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Table A2. Cont.

SA1. . .SC3 SA4. . .SC6 SA7. . .SC9 SA10. . .SC12

V51 010-100-001 100-001-010 100-001-010 001-010-100
V52 010-100-001 100-001-010 100-001-010 010-100-001
V53 010-100-001 100-001-010 100-001-010 100-001-010
V54 100-001-010 001-010-100 001-010-100 001-010-100
V55 100-001-010 001-010-100 001-010-100 010-100-001
V56 100-001-010 001-010-100 001-010-100 100-001-010
V57 100-001-010 001-010-100 010-100-001 001-010-100
V58 100-001-010 001-010-100 010-100-001 010-100-001
V59 100-001-010 001-010-100 010-100-001 100-001-010
V60 100-001-010 001-010-100 100-001-010 001-010-100
V61 100-001-010 001-010-100 100-001-010 010-100-001
V62 100-001-010 001-010-100 100-001-010 100-001-010
V63 100-001-010 010-100-001 001-010-100 001-010-100
V64 100-001-010 010-100-001 001-010-100 010-100-001
V65 100-001-010 010-100-001 001-010-100 100-001-010
V66 100-001-010 010-100-001 010-100-001 001-010-100
V67 100-001-010 010-100-001 010-100-001 010-100-001
V68 100-001-010 010-100-001 010-100-001 100-001-010
V69 100-001-010 010-100-001 100-001-010 001-010-100
V70 100-001-010 010-100-001 100-001-010 010-100-001
V71 100-001-010 010-100-001 100-001-010 100-001-010
V72 100-001-010 100-001-010 001-010-100 001-010-100
V73 100-001-010 100-001-010 001-010-100 010-100-001
V74 100-001-010 100-001-010 001-010-100 100-001-010
V75 100-001-010 100-001-010 010-100-001 001-010-100
V76 100-001-010 100-001-010 010-100-001 010-100-001
V77 100-001-010 100-001-010 010-100-001 100-001-010
V78 100-001-010 100-001-010 100-001-010 001-010-100
V79 100-001-010 100-001-010 100-001-010 010-100-001
V80 100-001-010 100-001-010 100-001-010 100-001-010
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